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                                     ( PRLEAP.COM ) March 25, 2014 - Berlin based duo Re:boot,
comprised of Denis and Kiro, are excited to announce the release of their debut single
"Century." The song is a collaboration with Lena Katina of the scandalous, multi-platinum selling
Russian duo t.A.T.u. who are best known for their controversial, chart topping singles "All The
Things She Said" and "Not Gonna Get Us." "Century" can be heard online at the official
website, WeAreReboot.com .

Produced and written by The Euroz (Julia Volkova, Big Bang and Mohombi), the passionate,
yearning vocals soar vigorously across the infectious chorus of this Europop anthem. Complete
with thundering bass line and a towering breakdown with an undercurrent of raw, grinding
synths, it's impossible not to identify with their emotions. JosepVinaixa.com premiered the song
stating that "Century" has "unprecedented musical atmosphere" with a "fusion of melodies,
mixing pop, dance, electronic and dubstep with resonant vocals."

To lead in to the release of "Century", Re:boot have released a thrilling three part short-series
which can also be seen on WeAreReboot.com . The first video finds both Denis and Kiro
separated and trapped in unknown surroundings as the second and third videos explore the
themes of isolation and unity.

"When we first heard "Century" we knew we needed to ask Lena to feature" says Kiro, "the
lyrics were just so fitting for all of us and considering how Kiro and I met, it was simply a dream
to have Lena collaborate with us on this track" adds Denis. Lena states, "I simply love the song.
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Everybody knows my past with t.A.T.u. and I think that "Century" is a good representation of the
present, of the 21st century and of our relationships in it."

"Century" feat. Lena Katina is available now worldwide from all good digital retailers including i
Tunes
and 
Amazon
. 
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